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MST-RACT

This is a detailed discussion of the design, development, and
construction, and an evaluation of an experimental model of the Area
Precipitation Me-asuring Indicator (APMI). This system was designed to
accept video sigals reflected from weather clouds through the use of
Radar Sets ANiMPS-34 or AN/CPS-9; to quantize these signals into three
measurements: intensity, range extent, and azimuthal extent; and to
print these measurement data in alpha-numerical form on a direct-view
storage tube. The APMI equipment operates in one of two basic modes:
PPI and OFF CETISR. In the OFF CENTER mode, expansion of a target is
permitted and a blown-up area is printed on the display.

A general description of the overall operation and capability is
presented, followed by a detailed description of the theory of opera-
tion of the system.

Finally, results of the electrical test performed, fature system
consideration, and conclusions are Iresented.
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A1EA PRECIPITATION WAASURIG 33DICATOR

INDTROUCTION

When the output of a veather radar set such cus the AN/CPS-9 or
AN/MPS-34 is observed on the Plan Position Indicator (PPI) and the Range
Height Indicator (RHI), the observer obtains a comprehensive picture of the
local weather pattern and therefore the precipitation area within several
hundred miles. The onbrrver equipped 4+• such information as ;zz-.hic"
location, size, and rate of movement of the storm areas is provided with a
useful tool for early forecasting of local weather.

Althouogh this information is reliable for a coarse estimate of the

local weather condition, additional data such as the severity of the storm,
the location of the more active cells within the cloud area, and the dimen-
sion of the cloud would be invaluable for detail weather forecasting.

It is known that rain droplets, ice _particles, snowflakes, %nd regions
having large gradients of index refractions will return detect able echoes
to the radar receiver. It is appreciated, however, that the size and
density and population of particles due to precipitation determine the echo
power. It is believed that this echo power, if accurately determined, will
add to the knowledge of cloud structure and possib3y become an aid for
more comprehensive weather forecasting.

This report describes the Area Precipitation Measuring Indicator (APMI),
a digital equilpent which, bhen used with either Radar Set AN/CPS-9 or
AN/4PS-344, will provide a quantitative measuremnt of cloud intensity and
dimeasion. These values are printed (in stored real time) in numerical form
on a cathode-ray direct-view storage tube display. This equipment can be
used for atmarpheric investigation in several areas of Interest such as
rainfall rate-radar Intensity and correlation studies; severe storm analysis
including hurricanes and tornadoes, and nuclear-blast studies.

The Area Precipitation Measuring Indioator (APMI) program was initiated
with award of contract on 1 Jul 62 to Motorola, Inc., under Contract DA 36-
039 SC-90825, in accordance with Technical Requirements No. SCL-5857
(amended 13 oct 62).

DISC'SION

The Area Precipitation Measuring Indicator (APMI), Fig. 1, is basically
a digital computer and a storage display unit whose operation is dependnt
on meteorological data in the form of radar signals from either Radar Set
AN•/CPS-9 or AN/MFS-34. This equipment measures the eeo Intensity from
clouds or precipitation in addition to the dimensional entent of the reflect-
ing =so., quantizes these signals, and displays the data in alpha-nmerical
form on a l0-inch direct-view storage tube. Figure 2 is a block dia ' of
the complete system.
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The APMI operates ir- two basic modes- Ln-re mo4de the Ac4.-,1

arranged in P- manner similar to tjc of a conventionsl Fr disaplay ecp
tbtthet dat~at be It - - A.~4Ul.T~ec&&tr

:MPMOSenting cIVUdI intensity end dimarricna2. Mtasuement~s, arm soranged :Ln
Ouh mpawmar that they occupy a locat:Ior in the easplay ag the !.,:,oud oxt

anMY relectiug aree" axwe distribuited aroun~d a ratdar site. The PPI ty;pe of
d:Upl3.y providne v. non~ditoz'bed v±(-v of the actitual reflectirg area obape.

The secopad dislIV met~d IA the M7F CE~'1t M mode. This &ixsplay mod-- As
terwzed a "B"~ se-an tyW of pivaentation. Th "B scan presentation perzi*ýs
tbe Operator to select the area of interesst in the radar fizid, of v5,av and
diepaya onlyi that region a-elected., thereby vastly increasing the display
recolu~tion. Of courae this type of d&i-splay., a wedge-~shaped section of ra-dar
ap~ace., is mapped into a rectaniguli~r display matrIxc. As a reault., a certain
eim.,uAmt of distortiou is introduced such that altbough reflectors are dis-
played in their realative Position vith respect to other clouds In the diz-
played aea., the size of clouds displayed becomes a function of radar rarge.
The distortion introduced is not considered a problem -because in this moXde
the oer&ator wishes to study the detail structure of the clouad and9 not its
shage or size.

The A-PU vwa designed to ha=le a vas-t anount of weawther data in a short
period of time. The computing yrocess is continuous and offten rapetitive.,
thereb-y zesulting in thwasand3 of aritbmetic operations in compating cloud
data de:ilved from the radar set. Thle result is that the information displayed
relievea the oper--ator of intorpreting the nany different classes of received
diata. Because there ave rmadar operators with varying degrees of operating
skill,. thIs interpretation of data,, from rarz PPI is often in dleagreement.

The APMI system., by virtue of displaying zmmrical values corresponding
to echo power., eliminates the dngraeel o Ind zints normally reserved to the
operstos. Thereftre., the displayed data. ar equ%13.y weighted regardless of
the operatorw s sklU. Also,, because of the 3high&speed opereat:.o of the MM24

azd its area-st-4*Ug tecbniJqros, small11-gain data and real-time. infozmation
tir obtainable.

In ecmputing cloud extent., the APM4 mist first determine whether the
incomi-mg radarx signals are returns f r-om weather c-Loads, n~oise., or other tjes
of' targets. The requiLrk-=nt is for a. detectIon, circuit tbat continuously
examines all radar signale and determines only, th .6inl rtrigfo
vea-ther clouds. O~bviously su,:-. a circuit imst be simllzýe, economical, and
possess -. high probability of weathter cloud detection =nder a!-' environmental
conditions. Th.is) system e.xploys an Automatic target-detection circuit that
has a. signal-to=-uioIe ratio o-f approximately 6 to 12 db £ Althougb this
detector does not eliminat~e all i'slse aLaxm siatit does distinguish
b~e*Pe-n aircraft., noise, or any point so-arce target sii~yiy on the basis of
tlwir extent in the radial and azimamtbOl dimeui ions.

The received signal powe is awou-e with litTle difficulty and cr
re-lated wi-th cloud detection deciziou, giving a me-asure of tas cloud inten-
sity. T-ba rsxdizl di-2emion or extent of the cloud in renzge, weasured during
a sinle prettrigge-red. sveep period, ia performed by noting the tizne or range
in which the cloud is initti-clly detected., and coxumting rarhge increments as
long ws the cload is continuoiwsy detected.



number of' ranges over which the cloud is continuous is performed by a _io

continuous meIwry funiction which keeps track of the cloud azimuth increments.
This memory function is supplied by a number of counter channels., each
aasociated with a particular range.

The deta are presented numerically in plan-position form., temporarily
staetd or regenerated for visual observation. The temporary storage allows
time far cloud assessment or photogaphing for later detail analysis. The
PPI form in which numerical data are displayed provides the necessary situ-
atioa for~ correlation with radar video PPI dispU~y. The storage tube used
4n the display has an overall diameter of 10 inches; however., the usable
diaumter is approximately 8 inches. The numerical character height, is 1/16
inch, with center-to-center spacing of 3/32 inch (approximately 1 inch).
Th~e scale f'actor of the di&play is a function of the dimension assigied to
the charactzirs The cloud intensity measurement figares are indicated by,
th,,_ printed I's (corresponding to a single digit,. 0 to 9., intensity naue
ment). The radial dimension values are represented by 3-digit F~, with R
identifying i~he dimension. The AIM characters correspond to 2-digit azii-
mkthal dimen3 ion values.I

The radial values are always printed at the top or outer fringe of the
cloud area., and the azimuithal values are always printed to the right at the
outer fringe of the cloud area.

An X-Y atoraep and deflection system is employed to accomplish the
* required average-time display. The input data are resolved prior to storage

on a real-time basis and then displayed later as timing permits. The X-Y
format facilitates the presentation of erect characters on the display and

* obviates the need for any increased researching function.

trS(qaRTIN

The Area Precipitation Measurement Indicator (APt4I) accepts rw awt
data from either Radar Set PAN/MS-34 or Rtadar set AN/Cm -9. it thea &eter.
mines both the amplitudes of these signals (from a precez reference sigeal)
and the radial and azimuithal extent of the cloud. These data ame cowverted
into a binary code for easy handling by the machine,, and then dslydIn
numerical form on a 10-inch storage CRT.

The display format gives the unit square intensities within the cloud
area. These Intensities values are averages extending over 1.6 miles to
28.8 miles,, depeniding on the dessired range setting of the radar set (25 to

* 450 miles). (See Table 1, DisplayElmnSiewthadrxp
scale setting.)

The range and asixmth extent asuent valuies are printed (in mie)
on the fringe of the :loud image -The rangeampitdoth
display as 3-digit words--an R followed by 2 decimal digits--and aexemw
merits of the range extent from 0 to 99 miles In, 1-mile i o

The azimuth-extent measurements are printed as 3d-cba~racter vor i--tba
letter A followed by a 2-digit number--and are m ueet fteaitt

5
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I
Table I*. ip:aly Sit size

RANGE SCALE

(miles) 186 931

25 0.8 ml x 2.90 0.8 ml x 1.10

75 1.6 ml x 1.60 1.6 ml x 0.580

200 3.2 mi x 1.60

450 4.8 mi x 1.60

• 6
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extent of a cloud over two radii or an arc length of 99 mlies in 1-mile
ivemnu*A cl~ud C~ cxtucut Sgi'=eatW-! U&=-- ýt#W- ia&UI, Ok Q-- a-6- 106-UgUlh

greater than 99 miles, will cause the formation of a wrong product and
therefore result In erroneous reading.

Automatic Cloud Measuring Indicator

The three units comprising the automatic cloud mmarent indicator
as shown in Fig. 3 are:

Cloud intensity measurement unit

Cloud dimension measurement unit

Display unit, incorporating a storage type of cathode-ray tube for
presentation of the numerical cloud measurent data in plan-position (PPI)
form.

The major functions performed by each unit are listed below:

Cloud Intensity Unit

Video signal filtering

Multilevel video threshold detection

Intensity level encoding

Manual control of video gain and range attenuation compensation

Sweep-to-swep averaging process

Cloud Dimension Unit

Radar range encoding

Radar azimuth conversion--aziimth sine and cosine encoding,

and azimuth pulse generation

Cloud detection on a sveep-by-sweep basis

Cloud range extent mt and Sating function

Cloud azlmth extent and gtig function

Coding programs for nmasuremets of cloud intensity, aes
and radial dimension, as a function of radar rag and pre-
triggered sweeps

Conversion of radar range--azImith coord&izte to X-Y coordi-
nate location of cloud-aeasuremnt Ute

Rwnge shifting and scale expansion functions

7
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Numerica2 i1isy lay Unit

Cloud me-suvxement date buffer storage

Buffer storage programmi• g for -srite-in data location and
readout data sequencing

Alpha-numaric character generation

X-Y digital coordinate to analog voltage and sweep voltage
generation

Yinual switching and control functions for operation of PPI

storage tube numerical display

Intermediate Frequenc Amylifier

The radar receiver was modified to incorporate a line driver to couple
the 30-mo IF from the second stage IF amplifier to the input of the APMI
via a 50-ohm coaxial cable.

The 30-mc IF amplifier and detector strip in the AEMC receives the sig-
nals from the radar IF amplifier and raises the output to a I-volt level.
The APMI IF amplifier gain is electrically controlled by one of the two
switch-selected normalization functions. The functions are generated by a
function generator consisting basically of integrating capacitor driven by
range-gated current sources. The oyeration of these circuits is explained
under "Range Normalization," below. The IF amplifier is designed to accept
an extremely wide range of input signals. This is acco by the use
of circuitry that produces a logarithmic amplitude response. In this way
the output dynamic range is compressed while the amplitude relationship
between signals is preserved.

SThe overO.1 gain is 90 db. The overall dyai rang is 8D db., being

linear for the first 10 db and logaritbmic over the rein 70 db. The
passband is two megacycles.

The range normalization voltage is applied to the sensitivity time con-
trol (STC) input, with -12 volts corresponding to minimm gain, and zero volts
corresponding to maximom gain. Amplified &-iu is controlled prior to any
logging action. A 2-decade line attenuator is inserted in the Input line to
allow for the attenuation of very large signals.

The one-stage video amplifier, an integrtor azpLifler, and an emitter
follower stage are driven by the IF amplifier, with the emitter follower
having sufficient impedance to drive the intensity encoder and raun
detector circuitry.

The video amplifier has a &Lin of 20 db, which raises the sia ft
the IF amplifier to 10 volts for the Intensity-meumout ciuz
Direct current restoration is provided to clamp the video wave form prior
to amplitude me nt.

9



To remove the effect of hlgh-frequency sDikes. smoothin- circuits amprovided to the in~utt of the video amplifier.

Nom3 Izon

The sensitivity time control (SrC) changes the S of the IF amplifier
as a function of radar ranV -to compensate for the effect of propagition
attenation (Fig. 4). An analog function generator is utilized to provide
the operations required to cheAWe the IF gain in any manner desirable.

The range normalization circuitry consists of 8 NOR circuits, driven by
the output of the 1-mile range counter, which generates -100-volt gates at
different range intervals. Normalization starts at ranie zero and ends at
range 256 miles, after which the IF strip is at maxlnmm gain. The gates
are of shorter duration in the region of greater curvature of the analog
normalization function.

The functiows are generated by a capacitor which integrates values of
current supplied by the 8 gates. The capacitor is initially charged to
a pp tely +2 volts by the pulse rate frequency reset sigial. The signal
occurs during the dead time preceding each radar trigger. The capacitor
then diseharges at a rate controlled by the cetting of the potentiometer
associated with each gate output.

Two sets of potentiometers c re provl,,Ad so that an R2 /R 4 function can
be selected by means of the T2 /R 4 range relay which, in turn, o c-ontrolled
by the control panel R2/R4 manual switch.

A single potentiom.-+er which returns to +24 volts supplies a constant
charging current to the pacitor to compensate for leakage lossea. A diode
is connected across the tgrating capacitor to prevent voltage across the
capacitor from going neL ie.

The capacitor voltage Is coupled to the Input of an operational amli-
fier through an emitter follower stage. The Operational amplifier amplifies
and inverts the normalization function. The emplifier output is connected
to the STC input of the IF amplifier.

Intensity Measurement

The ten-level intensity circuit is an analog-to-digital encoder that
determines the peak amplitude of the input video signal. This peak ampli-
tude is thus converted to a BCD code and on coand transferred to an adder
counter in the integrity integrator circuit. The encoder is then reset so
as to ready it for the next set of input signals.

The intensity level encoder consists of 10 voltage comparators, refer-
ence voltage, a logic circuit to determine the highest of the 10 intensity
levels, a decimal-to-blnary encoder, and associated control circuit.

The intensity level encoder (Fig. 5) functions as follows: The center
tap of each potentiometer is extended to the set input of each flip-flop.

10
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One end of the potentiometer is common and it is to the points that the

input current and hence the triggering level to each flip-flop. Each flip-
flop has an accompanying indicator light and may be used as an indication
of the intensity level of the input signal merely by counting the 'nuber of
ON lights that are glowing. The neon indicators are also used for calibrat-
ing the threshold level.

The decimal-•o-binary conversion is done by the logic circuits that
follow. The output of the level-detecting flip-flop is extended to ten
inputs and gates which determine the logical product between the "1" output
of a flip-flop and the "0" output of the next higher level flip-flop,
representing the highest intensity level applied. The output of the AND
gates is amplified and inverted and applied to four NOR gates via emitter
S)llower, where binary conversion is performed.

Intensity Integrator

The intensity integrator circuit of the APMI directly controls all
encoded intensity measurements from the time of measurement to time of dis-
play. Its function is to sum and divide intensity measurements (sigmal
averaging), range, azimuth extent measurements, decisions concerning accept-
ing of new data or printing of quantized data, data priority, and character
generator print-out control.

A small portion of the buffer memory is used for the averaging of
Sintensity easurement samples. Thirty-two words of memory are used for this
operation. Averaging is accomplished by adding the encoded intensity values

for 8 consecutive sweeps when using the low pulse rate frequency of 186 cps
and 16 consecutive sweeps when using the high prf of 931 cps. This averag-
ing process has the effect of smoothing out the fluctuations that are
lmherent in video return from clouds.

The adder used to accumulate intensity measurwments is comprised of
eight bits, and functions according to the integration timIn chart for inte-
gration mode of operation (Fig. 6). The adder is readied when a reset com-
mand pulse is raceived from the memory timing circuit and reset to zero.
An ADD transfer pulse then transfers information from the four-bit intensity
level encoder into the ADDER. Simultaneously, an "unload" sync pulse trans-
fers previously stored data from the memory information register to the
input of the eight-bit perallel adder. Since no data were stored in the
memory information register at the initial processing time, the first sum
brought from memory will be zero.

This sum is then added to coded intensity data previously held in the
adder by an ADD strobed command pulse. When the addition has been completed,
the sum will appear both at the output of the ADDER and the inputs of OR
gates in complement form. The sum is gated through the OR gates by an intel-
grating pulse via inverting amplifier and applied to WatIng logic circuits.
All data such as intensity, range, and azim•th mAst pws thronubgh ese cir-
cuits before going to memory. A command load sync and MR strobe pulses pass
the intensity sum to the integration portion of the memory. The cycle

13
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repeats again, with the adder reset Pulse setting the ADDER to zero, the ADD
pulse setting into the adder another four-bit binary coded intensity word,
the unload sync pulse bringing from memory to the input of the adder the
intensity sum previously stored and the load sync conmand that writes the
new intensity sum back into the integration portion of the memory for another
addition process to start. For the 931 PPS (high pulse rate), the cycle
repeats 16 times; for the 186 PPS (low pulse rate)., the cycle repeats eight
times. At the end of the sampling time, the accumulated intensity sum is
divided by the number of samples taken and then written back into the proper
location in the display portion of the memory.

NOTE: A word contains eight bits (0 through 7); the 2ad and 3rd are not
used. The 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th bits contain the intensity, or dimension,
information. The zero and one bits are identification bits. When the zero
(print ID bit) bit is set to its true state, the word of which it is a part
has been printed. When the one bit has been set to its true state, the word
of which it is a part contains dimension data. This bit is called the
dimension ID bit and is used to inhibit any new dimension data from entering
the memory if old data have been previously stored.

On command of unload sync and AR strobe pulses (Fig. 7), the word pre-
viously stored is brought out from the display portion of memory (memory out-
put) and E•ted to the special gating logic cards. The two information bits
(0 arx 1) from memory are applied to an OR gate. If both of these bits are
zero at the time data are sampled, the AND gate remains closed and the
inhibiting flip-flop that follows remains reset. A reset condition is an
indication that the word brought from memory has not been printed and does
not contain dimension data, and calls for dumping this word and rewriting a
new word in its place. The accumulated sum from the integration portion of
the memory is transferred by the unload sync and AR strobe at the 6th count
of the memory timing. The 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th bits then are gated
through special gating logic cards to the display portion of the memory by
load sync strobe and MR strobe commund pulse at the count of thirteen. It
should be ncted that the four least significant bit has been discarded.
This, in effect, has shifted the. decimal point four bits, thereby a division
of 16 for the 931 PRF (high). In the 186 PmF (low), the three least sigai-
ficant bit has been discarded, thereby a division of eight.

In the case where either the Print ID or Dimension ID bit was a "1,"
indicating that either data at the time of sample has not printed or the
word contains dimensional data, the inhibit flip-flop would have set to the
one position, thereby inhibiting the unload sync and AR strobe pulses at
the count of eight and the MR strobe at the count of 13. Consequently, the
word transferred from memory is not passed on to the display portion of the
memory as was the case mentioned above; the accumUlted sum is dumped and
the dimensional data are rewritten back into the memory at the count of 13.
This condition means that printed data and previously stored dimension data
have priority over new intensity or new dimension data.

As mentioned above, the intensity integrator unit also controls pro-
cessed dimensional data. Similarly, the intensity data, ranpe, and azimuth
data are gated from their respective BCD counters to the display portion of

15
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three words: one vord for identIfYing letter A (azimth) or R (range), one
word for thhe ten number. and one word for the unit nwuber. Those words are
gated to ory, one word at a time. This sequential operation is accom-
plished by lines to the gate Circuits marked 0, R, A, B, and C. The 9 and
R lines select either wimbh or rvme data, the command being generated in
"thn dimension code receiver. The A, B: and C lines select each word of the
dimension (azi•ith range), one word at a time.

Figure 8 is a timing diagram of the commands that control the storing
of dimension data. At the count of two of the memory timing cycle, a word
is transferred from the displ&y poztion of the memory by the unload sync
and AR strobe commands. At a count of six, the print ID bit and dimension
ID bit are sampled. If both bits are zero, the word transferred from memory
is not dimensional data and has not been printed. At a count of eigbt, the
load symc and MR strobe command pulse gate the now dimension data to ry,
one word, at a time. SilmLltaneouly, at the count of eight, an advance pulseis generated which activates a shift register which shifts (A, B3 and C com-

mand in the- dimension code receiver) from the A comand to the B co md.
This action is repeated until all three words are transferred into memory.

This unit, in addition to handling the above function, also handles
wor-s ffrm the display portion of memory during the print mode. These word•o,
ome at a time, are decoded, and thereby generate the prropr wc,-meI for the
alh.at-er genexator. In this cas-e the word that ie brought frm •r- to
be wpurted--the 4, 5, 6, and 7 bits--is aWpplifed to th a prite tei
of a flip-flop register. The output of this register is then applied to a
decoding network which energizes the proper line of the character generator.

The mode programer generates the tindg of the Integrate, store, and
print sequence.

The integrate interval consists of a time span of 8, 16, or 32 PIW
sweeps. The integrated time interval is a function of the range and PRF
setting. The time daring each integrate interval is utilized for the sweep-
to-sweep averaging of the intensity values.

The store interval immediately follows the integrate interval and is
divided into two parts: store intensity and store dimension. The store
interval lasts for only one sweep time of PPY period, regardless of range;
however, the length of time for the iiterval is a function of PRP. The
store interval is used for the transfer of av intensity values from the
integration portion of the memory to the display portion of the mmmry and
also for the storing of any range or azinith values.

The print interval folls the store interval and lasts for one sweep
period. The print interval is a function of M and is indepedent of
ranp. Duzing this interval, both intensity and dmwim values am trans-
ferred from the display portion of the mamory amd are printed on th display
storage cathode-ray tube. Fixwe 9 depicts the xhntional operation and
logical equatiow- utilized here to perfom these function.

17
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The tauct ion of the mode oro~azamr (Vivr. -101 in aa fo11mnwas' Thn A j.

cuitry is divided into three sections: control circuitry,, coutnting fl:ip-
flops, and decoding gates. The operation starts vith the receipt of a pualse,,

a a--mstu -aia- --7- te aizaith control circuitry located on the servo
dook. Mals --- e -curs once at the beginning of each antenna revolutl on.

- - This ecomm pLUle triar a half-second delay flip-flop whose feeding
edg intur, tiggrs a 2D-miacrecond flip-flop. The outputs of thes latter

ar-e u-tilized. to erase previously displayed data., to reset the mery., and
resat various circuits thogat the equIpsnt. The original half-second
dely vwa necessarily muade long ;.o as to permit all reset coma to be
applicd and propagated throu& all, circuits in preparation for the folloving
signal-processing. interval. The delay output pulse of this flip-flop Is
ext-=ded to the set Input of the "start process" flp-flop. When the next
ME pxUle occurs, the flip-flop goes to its reset conditions and a "start

process" comad pulse is generated. This "start process" ptUle sets the
"start count" flip-flop.. which rmisuntil the antenna has comipleted a
revolution.

The "l" output of the start-count folip-flop is extended to an AN~D gate
which gates PIW pulses to a six-bit cozinter. The cycle repeats again at

the~i binaryý ofe Tach outputa oeoltin

The six-bit counter counts PEP pulsesinbwycd.Teotusf
this counter., both true and comlwtdaeapiidadg odcdn

gae.The +,nree sequencing sgas(nertpto,,ndprint), i hi
proper position awd correct time span., appear at the outputs of the decodn

Altm not zhowa, when the end of the print Interva2 is rabd,. a
5-nicrosecond Weay flip-flp is triggered by the print sigaal. The output
of this flip-flop is arxTlfied and used to reset the siz-bit counter, vhae-
by the ccunting and decoin begin agi. The Initial oprtion cycle Is

pae. This Is to Insure that the first n tegt'nea beg ~ iitl q
at J* tat o = ntnnsrevluion. The "Guf count flip-flop Is reset

at the occurrence of the "Master Reset" pulse.

The "store intensity" circuit operates in such a. zmnner that an AND
Sate is enabled Vbnvr the eq~ui~gant is not in the store-dmsoprtn
of the store Interval. A double Iner4 provides a true and compi ated
"Store Intensity, sima

The azi~nth input circuitUy (see Fig. 11) fimetio%.~ as follows: The
stator lef fteaixhsn~ rmttter., located In the radar net
pa/MG3l4 or AN/CPS-9,t are etAdto the APMt and eam extended to the

rvwof the synchro diffirential pnatar. The shaft of this ~torz
exteds brou0i hecntrl pawl if the diOff uenite an peatshe ifrentirl

stator vinding Is exeddto the syhier-contral tn forsmr located on the
servo deck. The error voltage that is generated. by this tranformer causes

20
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the servo motor to drive the rotor of the ecotrol transfh~rmm t~he 9"I' IA
position. The coaitrol, transformer., amplifier, sand servo motor comprice a
simple servo fol~lower.

A digital sin/coo ecdr and a continuously rotatable precis ion
potentiometer are geared to the ataft of the servo motor. The sIn/cos
potentiometer converts the shaft angle to sine cosine functions and producea
these functions In the form of a 7-bit binary code.* A sine bit is included
in the encoder and proftces the positive and nega~tive values of the sine and
cosine functions * Since the 7-bit gray code is weighted and uxtsuitable for
arithmetic operations., it in necessary to convert the output of this decoder
to a 1-2-14-8 binary, code.

The gm to binary converter consists of the following: A 5-bit flip-
flop register- five stages of excluse OR gatesp with a true and a comple-
macted output;ý and a delayr flip-flop used to generate the necessary control
pulses. An identical circuitry exists for the cosine conversbns except
for the delay flip-flop,, vhich Is comn to both circuits.

The gray coded output is exedd to the "!Set" Input of the rlip-flop I
register. The register Is first reset by the Pi?, red inIt for code con-
Version. The output of delay flip-flop,, which Is also tigred by the P1?,*
returns the rlip-flop register to its true st-ate. This action permits the
gay code on the input lineis to enter the register.

The flip-rlop register holds this code for one PR? Interval whIle the
excluiv OR gates perform the conversion to natural binary code. The time
delay between the time the code enters the register to the converslon to
natural binary code is approximately 70 microseconds * This is then traws-
ferred to the coordinate converters on tha receipt of the next PR? pulse.

The sbart angle encoder also produceo the algebraic sine and the cosine
runctions., which are transferred along with the binary code.

extended to an analog c pator located on the servo deck where It Isam
puled, vith a unipolar voltage.* In the Off Centr maeof operation, this
unipolar voltage Is equivalent to half the avlrextent of the sector
selected., which is a function of the range and PEW rate.

This unipolar voltage., which Is fixed refereaue voltagej, Is &eoe
thru&the use of trimpots whose selection Is dtrie yterlyo

the servo deck and vhich are maulycontrollable by switches on the con-
trol, panel.

voltage from the potentiometer Is more positive then the reference volti

the comaion is a nea~tive 3 volts corresponding to a logical zero. When

23



the -oxtentiomp .twr mitp ,+ * m% ldý .. .,-. .. ,._ •...l.... .
the comparator Output is a negative 3i volts. A level-changing amplifier is
added to the output of the comparator to make its logic levels correspond
with these utilized throughout the equipment. When the level-charging ampli-
fier has a logical "1" as its output, the "start" flip-flop (not shown) is
reset to its false state. This allows the next PRF pulse to pass throughthe star azimxth gate and slignifies the start, in azimith., of the region of
interest. This signal is utilized to generate the necessary signals such as
Start Process, Master Reset, and Display Erase (in mode programmer units).
The PRF pulse that passed through the AND gate is also used to set the Start
azimuth flip-flop to its true state and thereby disabling tbe AND gate so as
not to allow more PMF pulses through until tbe next time the comparator
triggers.

The equipment is also provided with an auto-manual switch so as to allow
cloud intensity values to be printed on the storage CRT and remain stored
until erased by depressing the erase button. When the switch is in the AUTO
position, the circuits that generate the master reset, display erase, and
start process operate in accordance to that described above. However, in the
manual position, the above three signals are controlled by a manual recycle
gate. When the recycle button is depressed, the manual recycle flip-flop isset and a logical "'" resets the manual recycle gate. When the comparator
triggers at the beginning of the antenna cycle, the FRF pulse from the
"Start Azimuth" gate is gated througý the manual recycle gate and on to the
circuit that generates the three processing signals.

Address Circultr

The function of the address circuitry is to provide the proper codes
for handling the processed data that enter and are retrieved from the mag-
netic core memory. In the PPI mode, the address circuitry also functions as
a real-time coordinate converter.

An address, as applied to memory operation, is simply a binary code of10 bits. However 1 it is convenient in this design to divide the total 10-bit address into 5-bit (X and Y) components because of the rectangularity
of the APMI display. It is also convenient to discuss the functioning of
the address circuitry as a set of related but distinct sources. For an
example, the X, Y address circuitry generates the code necessary to place
the average intensity data in the proper memory location. During subsequent
read-out and printing, the numerical characters will appear on the display
storage CRT in the correct location as detected. There are four sets of
address. Figure 122 lists the purpose and use of each set.

Figure 13 siws the X[, Y1 address generator. It is apparent from this
diagram that this circuitry is very closely associated with the coordinate
conversion equipmnt.

In the PPI made of operation, the scaler scales the rate of "carries"
from the adder so that the least significant bit of the address corresponds
to one display interval. However, in the Off Center mode of operation, the
XI counter counts advance pulses generated by the processing programmer cir-
cuitry. This pulse occurs at the end of the "Print" interval, once each
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pro-cesuing cnycle$ so that the ad-1-s cebwge in =tenna P041tioi &wring the
processing cycele is mAde equivalent to one display Incemmnt, In the X
dimension, of the B-s caua preaentation.

The Y, address in the Off Center =dod Is generated by counting 4/5 mile
clock~ pulses that have been scaled suitably to match the, eelected rang. with
the B-scale Y &immusion format.

Address X2 (Fig. 14) is generated by a 5-ghit binary ounmter rap
to count scaled 4/5-mile pulses generated from tbe X3., Y, circuitry. Y2 (not
sbwn) is Miad at value 31 because this !-- the section b of or -eserfed
for storage during integration. In the 25-mile range., the gating aircuits
adjust the least significant bit Of X2 b'y selecting alternate rampe mere-
mants or adjacent sweeps In order to reduce mewry ispead requiremmuts. fth
output of the gate circuitry products a pulse each time the address
increases by one count. Thia pulse serves an an Intensity readout coad

__The X3,v 13 addIresses function is to read from the Mor uigthe
yrint operation. This is accomplimbed by using two 5-bit counters conce
In tandem. A closed-loop timing circuit gmrtes pulses to advance the
counterms and also to cmadtevrosmnyfntos h pmino
the X3., 3 is $a fs ow

a. The print ID bit is sampledj, and If this bit In a "l1," the we-rd of
that particular address has already been printed and therefore tke vord Is
returnad to storage and a pulse sent to the X3 counter, This action is can-
tinued. automatically. In the case where the sampled printed 3ID bit 1s a
zero,, a Print Enable comm pulse In generated,. vhich calls for the &ata. to
be displayed. The Aaddrso Is mai~ntained for 100 microeconfs, the time
required to aeccopls the writing on the CFM display tube. The set ID bit
comm pulse., not shown ims the samln circuitry., cause a vard to be
writtem Into stmvage when tin Priat ID bit Is a "l."

b. The above action contiamos for' tba &drmtio of eachr~tItaml

Y3address is by-possaed because nochrtesobepieda tm I
this section of the mmery.

The X4 and YIL mry addressing code Is used to address the display
portion of the memry at the time that iomn daaaetod.Te1
address is held In a 5-bit binary which is preset., at the ti=e a rang. or
azimutb divension is made,. with the X1 Address. This register is mecessary
because the X1 code In continually chnig, In addition to the fact that

dinion code consists of three wards, necessitating a two-stap iaew in
timaddessbeorepretorgecan be camplated. The Y4 afm Is preset

into a 5-bit flp-flop register and ramc tn ni h ae md

The four different adrs a ue (Fig. 1.5) axe fated. to the = r
reiseratth popr times. The AR stavob Is mrated by tie r w--

tin cotl circuitry and functions to tranfer the at e af apmxt
on the input linD into t~he tary adves reglster. Thteliaw vba
ended to avoid aver having to preset the mmmy adrs register.
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11%e ater clock consists of a 931.2W-=0.-mo ytal-controfled oscillator
adIs utilized in Ma~ system to provide synchronized c~hloc pulseu at a rt

equivaleut to 1/5., 2/5P 4/5,s and one rdar mile. Tbe circuitry also gwaer-
ates the systaa PE pulses of sixilficient length and delay to reset coun~ters..
shift registers, mad. fip-flop regiatere. (see Fig. 16,, ?Mter Clock Tim-
ing.) This dlyis toe~nate for tepropagmtion delay that occur

The frequzency of 931.200 kc is used to generate the 1/5 mile clock
pulses. The 2/5., 4/5., and one-mile rates are obtained by dividing the base
rate tbrough the use of flip-flop registers.

The unit also generates twhree PRF pulses: synchronized radar PEP., sy-
tem PRt?, and PEP reset.

Offset Circuitry

The rang offset circuitry provides the range delay in the off-center

mode of operaticon to place any rAdar target in the center of the display

The 9-bit binary counter,, Fig. 17,p counts the necessary =nuber of oune-I mile clock pulses required to obtain the mai=range offset. A digital-
to-analog carmerter converts the binary range count into its equivalent
analog Voltage.

The output of the digital-to-analog circuitry Is extended to an Input
of an anlgcom m-tor ve-fa an oetional amplifier. The leads of a multi-
turn precision. potentiometer, located on the control panel., are also extended
to =- input of the cmator. The center top of this precision pot~enti-

amtrIs used an a vmlpolw refeznes voltage for voltqpcqges= h
wao ,ctamatr Xeceive bo;t3h the potentimtra een w ap repre-

senting the desired reasme for offaset. operation and the analog equivalent of
the range center rep-r-senting radar rwage * When both voltages are colnci'=
dent,, the oaitpit of the comartor neU ugative., triggering a delay flip-
flop. This output Is used to start the processing cycle. Also In this sub-
assembly are circuits that generate a reset palse used to reset the range
counter.

The buffier zmv~y Is a rna-cesos mgtic core =zry (acmercial,
desiga)., vith a x'y,% capacity of 1024 vords of eight bits each. The 1024-
'word requiea Is because of the 32 x 31 sidepley format. The 'word
length of -,I~ bits Is nzeessay bcue as vmer as 16 video Intensity

An Ampex SB 1024 x 8 =ptlc core memory provides the hfferiag action
necessary to match the high data Input rate of this system to the low
character printing r'ate. It also serves to hold the Intermediate sums dur-
ing integration process. Thirty-two vords (8 bits each) are reserved for
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integration, wad the reiig992 vords are used to store data after
processing and prior to display.

The =ary is capable of completing a read or write action in five

Detection and. Rsangetent lMeaues ln

The circuitry for the unit that performus target detection and reage-
extent nmeauresent is shown In Fig. 18. Storagp vithin this processor for
co as, processing,. and nlwld!? for readout is provlid~* by transistor
bistable registers ezploying binary digits. The radar video is onm of this
Inputs to the detector wUiich com are the video level to a thresheold. The
output is a binary "1" vhenever the tbhreshil-d its exceeded,, and "zeom" else-
where. The detection circuitry decides wvethez* or not a target exists and
then neasuzes the ranipe t~t of the targr~t silpal. If the tagt has a
range extent of mne nile or greater, ani extent zteasureuent wtill be Iee
The processor detects the exedd target regioni and verifies the detection
in range.

The output of the detector Is smldat tht range clock rate of 9_U.200
kc., giving 1/5-mile resolution. If the sigul am hastdte bmh
the range clock and the detector output gmrtea a "bit"; oar~
"miss"~ is generated at the range clock rate. Tno requemtfra&U
target is three hits in succession. To assure thst the bits ame consecutivej,
a miss is used to reset the targt "start" counter. To pentreset after
the target start condition has been rendered,. the aiso sigeal Is Inhibited
by the "0" output of the target start control flip)-flop.

When the target start criterion has been fulfilled by tbnmee onecutive
hits,. the start flip-flop is "set" and transfers timru coepamlt
a three-bit counter. The output of the counter is dced and Is used to
reset the couter on each five counft. This reset 174lse, occur evvwy 3110,
and successive fiLve counts are acemmated, In the 1XM vrem h
process continues until the tagt"eWd condition Ui dewa y4 w-
counter Into which "misses" axe applied an the count TO To een falsean
conditions., this counter is reset by the "hit" condition.

The count-of-three decoder on the end condition counter is used to
reset the start flip-flop Vhich stops further accumilation of cut In the
3-bit and BCD counters. *it further controls processtmg,, If the target
exceeds one mile In range,, by "setting the second control flp-flop, ftdch
inhibits the start of the second ta~tuntil the ravnt x~t uom~
has be(n read out. Occurrence of the proper end condition thnalnthe
target range extent to be read out.

There is a control flp-flop vliich is set by the count of five upf
from the three-bit counter. If the rpetn nm ~eo rt,
this flip-flop is set and alnthe end condition and evteubstep
extbent raot. If the end condition occurs before the altztf b

xvaceone mile., the setting of the end flip-fo is inbibited and tan
t~uoe-bit counter Is reset and. ready for the nexttag.
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The- expected operat ion for the detec-tion of an extended target vith
range extent one mile or greater concludes vith the mVextent In the BCD
counter and the- end flip-flop., indicating the end of the target and caflling
for readout through the target strobe signal. The readout pulse than resets
the necessary portions of the processor In peaainfrtenx agt
In the case where no readout pulse occurs., or when theme Is a target In
process at the radarls range extrem thich cannot be comltd, the radar
trigger is used to reset the processor at the beginn of the radar sweep.

Azimuth Extent Ywasurement

1.* Azimuth Extent Counters.* Because inforimtion Is generated &tscau-
tinuusl wih tmea set of memory elements mnst be provided for each

desired azinuth channel. Sixteen chnesame provided In the Arean recipi.-
tation bbasuring Indicator (APHI). This number Is equal to the nubr of
display elements In the PPI mods. In MI FF H operationj, alternate display
elements are processed for azimurth extent.

The azinuth-extent counters (Fig. 19) function as falw:A1-i
shift register is driven by READ 1NTMIY Y nn which camses a bit to be
shifted along the shift register In synchroniom with the occree of Ind~i-
viduzal display elements.* The presence of this bit causes the input of the
16 binary counters to be operated in sequence. If a sigm1 to detected any-
where within a display interval., the hit line will be energized., causing
the input flip-flop to be set. The flip-flop, while, set,, allow azimuth
change pulses (A(CP) to pass to the count Input of an 8-bicary counter. The
counter will accumulate a count at the ACP rate until a no-hit condition
occurs., signifying the end of a target in the azimuth dimension. The no-hit
signal resets the input flip-flop., stopping the counting process and causing
a pulse generator to be triggered. The output of the pulse gm tar Isa
extended to the mu~ltiplier unit as a start comn and also transfers the
accumulated count from the counter to an OR gate matrix and su epatly to
the azimixth input of the multiplier. AlthOUGA not indicated In ftg. 19, the
8-bit counter Is also reset at this time.

Because the antenna is rotating at a Constant 5 r_=,, the AW's amar
generated by a free-running zwltivibrator. A frequency of 3Z1 cps is coi
to yield an angular change between pulses of 1/328 radian. The flip-flop
operates to synchronize the ACP's with the P19F This arneztIn per-
miss ible because the PRP rate is always greater than 34l eye.

2. Muiltiplier. Figure 20 gives details of the multiplier unit. NWay
of the operaMOWdetalls wil be ignoed In the folloving discussion.

That 14LIPLY MWA1 COM Initiates multiplication. The two qua~titie
to be multiplied are the azimuth exet In radian esrwihIhodn
storage register A, and the rnel lej hc sitdfmterA
delay counter Into shift register D. Register B Is acobntn w le
addetr and shift register. The cotnsof the A register am ade to th
contents of the B register under control of D bit. After each adiinthe
partial produce sum In B and the cotnsof D are shifted one position to
the, right. fThis action repeats until the c=lte prodiact Is fon In
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registers B and D. The complOmont of 7 bits of the product Is transferred
in pe•xalel to binary counter C. Counter C then accepts pulses at a 300-ke
rate, as do the two BCD countersq until the count in C reaches zero. At
this time the product, in naturl binary form, vial have been converted to
the BCD code required for display.

The multiplication is acccqlished in a matimm time of 100 icro-
seconds. The OPERATION COMPLETI• line is energized to signify thmt the prod-
uct has been formed and is ready to be transferred to the display =wry.

The operation concludes with a multiply RESET pulse generated in Vie
dinension code receiver unit which stoys the clock. Althau& not shoam in
Fig. W., *hen the clock stops, the "zero" output of the clock's f3ip-flop
goes "false" and trigper a delay flip-flop. This delay flip-flop Swrtes
a 17,Lse that resets the adder, tba azinuth regster, the ran register, the
end of flip-flop, and the 75-kc divider.

The display device (Fig. 21) Is a 10-iuch-diamter direct-view ste
tube (Huheibs Airc~raft Com-pany Tonotron Type H-1069aP20), vith character dis-
play formed by an RM Associates ebarater generator. The basic foat Is
a 32 (x) by 31 (Y) matrix.

When operating in the PPI mode, the corners of the display mtrix axe
not used, thus decreasing the naxlct number of characters that can be dis-
played. In the PPI mode of operation, the display element size in miles In
as follows:

(a) Twenty-five miles, 1.6 miles on a side

(b) Seventy-five miles, 4.8 milea on a side

(c) Two hundred miles, 12.8 miles on a side

(d) Four hundred and fifty miles. 28.8 miles on a side

In the expanded mode of operation (a) is expanded 2:1; (b) 3:1; (c) 4:1; and
(d) 6:1. In the expanded mode of operation, then, the display element size
for (a) is 0.8 mi x 2.9"; (b) 1.6 mi x 1.6; (c) 3.2 ni x 1.60; and 4.8 zl a
1.6". When in the expanded mode and operating on short pu2se (931 PPI),
(a) is 0.8 x 1.1*, and (b) is 1.6 x 0.580.

The character spacing is :/1/ inch, and scie is an tan ormr
of 1/8 to 3/16 inch In both PPI and ed nods of operation.

Electrical Test

under a planned set of test conditions.

A special test jig was constracted to sinlate a Mm m aM

intensity (see Fig. 22). This similator device consi of a c
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~itchig devie, aF a-wi;, ju14we generatror ByUcb-o motOr and a 5'.rp
snchronowu zwtor. Ibi1s hardware together with pean and axles was mounted

on a test bNard., and the eleetricasl output comwected to the IF Input of the
APMI system~. The shaft of the 5-r~i motor, tru&me n er.
directly drxives the syncbro motor and a four-Inah -lni disc. The 2atter
"as constnicted so that its gap cwuld be adjusted frtu 0 to 18D daexaee. (The
Say opening determines the length of tim tho aicroswitch., activated by the
disc,t is so-tivated.) The terminals of the wyncbro motor were connected in
parallel with the synobro notor ini the APFM. This ragmn emte
synchronism between the drive motor~ of t~ie s~mlaaor and the APR. The out-.
put oZ the pulse generator was coanected to the pulse input of thm 30-me 1W
generator via the cam-operated I!ICO switch. Finally, the ouatput ef the 1W
generator was connected to the IF Input of the APFU system.

The above-described stitup in effect siwalated various tvrpes of weather
cloud or limited -'onf' -4makion. In general, though.. this conf igaration Is
concentric In nature and eau be varied In size and position In vap nd
azimuth. With the aid of thle attenuator pad on the 1W' generator.. the aqgli-Itude could be vaxtied so P~s to sloulate the dynamic variations of echo

This test procedure presupposes that any set of siwalated data would
result In identical intensity, range., and azimuthal values dimplae~d.

Figureo 23 is a Photograph of a sinulated cloud i~ge,# in numerical form,,joccurring at the northeast sector of the display stomap CRT. For this pic-.
ture., the saualated Input vi~a as distorted In a arwra to v=ry in
mpgitude in range extent of the cloud. The sweep range was 200 miles.IOccurring on the outer periphery of the intensity levels are the rm
extent to, preceded by an "R." The aziratbal extent., not ishownIherej, would appear at the lover periphery of the Intensity levels, and would
be preceded by an "A."

As explained in the "Intensity M4easurement" paagphs, a ten-level
wasremt of the Incoming sigimal is performed. These iimasuent are nd

by limiting amplifier circuits which produce an output vem rst
threshold is exceeded. The outputs are held in biLstabk^ 41.gita1 circuits
and decoded to obtain a binary coded decimal output. TXL,4 output Is axevep
with additional intensity measrements over s. number of smmessIve sweeps
prior to being displayjed.

For tbis test the video gain was adjiastedt so that a 10-volt output sig-
val corresponded to near saturation of the IF matrap (apyoitely 50 nill-
volts at the VF input terinal). Since a IA)-level. zuasu at can be per-
formed., each level of the 10-volt oig&1. corresponds to 7 ft/'volts. NOTE:
The IF amplifier is lognritmic; therefore,, equal output voltage corteerpon
to equal decibel Increments of the input sigual.

In actual Practice., a 7-db spread for each energy level amy be undeL'fr-
able; however,. for thexe expVerimental tests, thisragwt wcmde
suitable.
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rue AM~ system was then tested to determuine Its capability In
accuratoly and consistentlyr pwinting the correct nemial. Values with a
callbrated input signs!.

n f- our-Inch aluminm= disc was ad-Justed for zamSyOMn.Ti
in .iect activates the zuicroswitch for 360 degres rotation. The Pulse

generator v,, adjusted for vadau-pilse width., with zero dela~y Of the lead-
Ing eftp. The gm enratorq which is pulsed by the yulse generators vWa
inerwased to a 3.~lVIbich Vas on a frinp of usatur.-tIon of the IF ampl3fir

I(lteroxiatey 50WIiot)

The ApJNfl, wihthe setting -a stated abt-ave,, displayed 1110ts" over the
u&-earea of the CIRN tube. The- IW Sm- =<r -*- then attenuated ini steps

of 7 db and the Output - WC Talutc -4= re'vivjd On t-h* AP!4 st~
tube, For each test cnze, thie indicator dispioyewJ the eo0ect Ux032el

TMe above-described test setup was also imed for cbecking-- the rMVg =- d
asimatbal wueet wvrfoth apwsrate eladdg
of the liwal fzithe Pulse generator was delayed by a desired esmat,9 wA
Ita palse width mwa Bd ted to represent steps of one madi -e extent (apyrawxz-
imte!Y 5-07 fficresecOUCd per mile). Cam vws taken to isrethat *.&e
range extent. did not exeed 5-9 Wn11es- for this Is thUs ine~tn
capabiLity of the system. Althu not caq~ultely n-e--esamry for' ran-ag extent,

nmurwta,p the eam vas adjusted so as to dterive azimuatba dimus ions

This test was performed to check for repeatbility of rnnp effrmn
vaw with val s z!M~thal extent settizmp. In each test come,9 the range-

extaent di-Wye agedwt sclbtc ma lwUtb- IF
It is dif fleult to perf orm. a good quulitative test of hfutong

of t'he azimathol extent. The reason Is prnaI~mrly because of the UabOrious
job in accurately calibrating the- gap setting of the aluxminm disc ~an the
&Welauseed by the ON.-O-? 0eatio 0o the nicros-Witcha. Becamse of +hi

adjstmt Nblak. It was8 8a1ta1OiWteC that a alight discreac would exist
batetrae -dm calirated gg,p sett-i&S and the aslmathal =xtest values dizY3Vd-

The -ipie extent neavure!m-m-* abeu34 ehqmal a value co ted by tIM
eq~~ztUM

A azimth extant In -miles,
t zero volts port4.o o- s~r wave in4-- ~ .
a tiff of wea &AGten rot-atI&on 'InE a mo

Rs OWlay setting of slmilattd tap"L '-vi . -e.



The callbratlon otf the test j1.g for isulaatiou of azimitboal extent sig-
rals1 vwft a& anticipated 'test for This wd of operation; hrvnever., the azi-

autbl mesureat ircuits vere Inoperative when the equipmt arrived at
tbw Lebatariase, probably' due to danaW of anl &ctrc'Xnic paet. during
+xeportati=,, Tbarefore the systema was nvt tested In this moda of

Pll of the above-described teeats -nAre ~citted. withut. -aWge noraili-
Yftica fuwction applied to the son-itifity, tine control of tbe IF an"Ifer.
If this frnction were applied., the intensit values displayed would have

varekd In ranV in aaccordanee with the 1 or Iaw

MM YSMCOJNIIIMATION

Comidration is beftg given to the use of this equipment as a radsx
in17 Muwe suitable for precipitatiorn qumutity measureament. lai order 'Co

=aut be eadzrmily stable so that the received ecko oignals fro.e raiu can be
moasared. ancamteI4. Bvever~, thmese seho algm~la are higly tiebtical In
natur. aud thaarefora require so=e form- cf time sad space averaging :M the

tre gsent eyettm: by virtue of umweep-.to-swwep averagimg., satisfies the
areaintgrauin mqirmt, but r1&- not acconut for Intewm~ati in time.

It is felt that tim integ6ratiou i reo~ired because of si~tieJ fluctuation.

Waudonly fitertmibtad In pbase, and these rndosbehave inan unpredictable
manner tb~rougbovt the 13331 nated voumem. The varying spacing between drop-
lifts rsUlts in, a dftOrr*lAtion Of SigVAl WItbh tire

Bt~s avo p ~n being &,W.sa Insrof baie been, aom-
st ftl ¶In m on -a to ffolve the a~m-fftatd proble,p tbt for the mutt
pw the solutiton hes besadcce toward a sIzi1e illu~dmteti val of
'tba clmd. If the equi nt is to Dwe~ operatioaml flexibility., it shoald
bave a 36-ege tenna roltetio ti l-ntegmaton capability. It is
tawards tbis end that these Lboratories arm placing their effort.

It s _ee~x&!d that space integratioA be perfo~ed over a comple~te
square ratbar than tkat of the vedge-shaped area presently employed. This.,
in effectUP, vili provide a '=miform area display over the entire CRT.

Since It hias been faunA tbavugh operating experience that the combiaa-
tion of intensity and dmnion values tends to clutter and confuse the
operator, it is reco 4de that tbfr modde o. operation be eliminated from
fatuare pou uts. Surely,. by the use of the radar rmVg m~arker orme can
readily dete-Tzules the rad-1al dimmnion of a cloud. AM, similarly, knowing
the renge to the cloud., and with the aid of a sImplae hand calculator or

covrion table,on cas a calculate the azimitbal dimaens ion to the eatcuracy~'
requainad.
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CO.NCLUSIDNS

Pu).se-to-pulse averaging Ini the PP oei ccmlao y digdt
from algbrt conecutlve swesV=using the low PB)' (186 PPu),* end, 16 con-
Secutive evop hven wsing the Ml PR (931 PPS)- ]KI~t sweelps axe equiva-

3Am t 129dam=of ane&rottion, andl 16 ame equivalent to 0.515
desme. The dipWeeetsize in nmie is, 1.6, 4.8j, 12.8j, andl 28.8j,
dePandir'S on the OXVIo ratIO ofP tha dIspAY (25,P 75j, 200, and 450 miles).

Since the display lmbapertbertaglr evMs m,
wirthmut referring to the design cr1 wU, that 'U vie islyd sa
&aftra&V ar a coaplete aqwuvr. ThIzs, of coure, Is wot truebcs k
machlxe averages the samenube of pwwa i's des fV mpt h
target. Therefore,. the numarical vain. dis]layed represents a vgesape
area vhose azi~itbal diasnlon vare In dfrntetypri oter
This, in effect, Igeores a vast a~bof ra4sr dsta frona e at close-

rat--= less data from disatzat tmr&U. Obvicaeiyp t~m egqul fe notA
copnate for this deficiency; therofore tin ~aytor =st u-mr in midz~

that the integrated area size d=varys 'ith the esrap

As taedlu he"Eecticl Test" yrgqtof this rewo,, tim azi-
=ntbal dfr~nsion m=8e of the sywtcn mw namtIve.9 but mdgIt qprmtiwe
irs just a matter of locating and rpaing tte defect:Lv elatwc parte
This will be acce - behd after the publisbing of this replorb.

M=Inrted on the front psmea. of the displamy cc~o3., la a.fwp=t~
switch vitdch permits the operator to select the print-out of eittar thii afe-

nal intensity, rn asemt, azia-utha1 meaN ~ t., or~ &Ul tuse-. y 4
In the ALL position, the Ce]? tenda to bes#= clutteiid wea cnaiag aen

tba& echextent vain. In preceded by an iftntifyIng sytl, Also,9 whm
+J tiv tpwof data am ae e for, suma of ths inteswty vaawae di&,-,

an-te, bcae dumimdata hmn Pftn rwty amr Pgtety date.
WN.-thePricipl L ~ ist = i in ftbIIty dsta, th Nzwicm kw bem $9

OateIn the Inoity =ML ad ewitht TAami- Z9=tbnx
antenna rotation or thenever the diaiaof a cloud is of an t

The Area Precipitation Cloud !beasrewt iadleator,: dwieal 4a eaz
structed. by Motorola, Inc.,, -ets all of the requrem' of the xy~jfjcra
tion and baa proved to be a reliable g-"A eaa!, __atol Instrm=-t. Tt.
eqipuin vas oprted. in than ewtirai;nt in m~eh is t nw Itef (k= )
however,9 this operation vws vithm!t knoviedg of the omtpat p.7;-. of the
radar set. This pmwer output eiba i~r a r~cezsMr in order to wmm-aely
determine the cob* powr,

Flamme 3, 1A, IS., 19s. ana 20) vwa ztamwtod f. &-vang70,235.
"Tea=44 P~pONafor the DuaS1t aud Daaam o1 f an Ane=t-e CIUM

Nwwwwant ~ - ,~am"Mooa Iaca, April 1962.
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Fign•es 2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, and 21 were extracted from Report No.
RLB-3875-1, "Desip Plan for an Automtlc Cloud'-44asuring Indicator,"
Motorola, Inc., September 1962.

Firures 7, 8, 9s 15, and 16 were extracted from Final Report No. 12,
"Automatic Cloud-Measuring Indicator.." Motorola, Inc., July 1963.
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